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And Elder Shu told Shanna to forget that child from now on and never mention
it again.

Therefore, until the moment Shanna died, Elder Shu clearly concealed what
Shanna wanted to say.

Because, once this matter is started, it will be a turbulent thing in Nancheng
and Gasing Island.

However, what Elder Shu never expected was that Arron’s next actions were
not controlled by Elder Shu. Arron’s overseas influence was so great that
Elder Shu could not have imagined it.

Arron’s determination to go to Gasing Island was also unexpected to Father
Shu.

Later, Elder Shu’s focus shifted to Lanita, and he gradually lost fairness and
justice, perhaps because of his seniority.

But he always kept his promise, he didn’t tell the secret.



I thought that this secret could be brought to the coffin, but in order to save his
granddaughter, Mr. Shu broke his own rules after all.

When Arron took the control of Gasing Island with no effort, and then drove
Gasing Island’s strongest enemy into the undersea tunnel without any effort,
Old Man Shu, who was far away in Nancheng, saw it clearly.

Arron’s power was overwhelming.

Arron didn’t even know that in this world, he still has a brother who is the
same father and mother.

However, Elder Shu, who was also standing in the ward, could clearly see
what Shanna wanted to say?

However, at that moment, Elder Shu planned to put this secret in his stomach
and bring it into the coffin.

He once went to Jiaxing Island to see the child Shanna stayed on Jiaxing
Island. That child is the fourth son of the Pan family. He lives very well. He
looks so different from Arron, but vaguely. There is also the shadow of
Zhengxiong. The child looks more like Shanna, but he does not. After thinking
about it, Father Shu found that the child’s temperament, like Shanna, has an
indescribable melancholic temperament.

He also quietly told Shanna that the child was really good. Let her not worry.

And Elder Shu told Shanna to forget that child from now on and never mention
it again.

Therefore, until the moment Shanna died, Elder Shu clearly concealed what
Shanna wanted to say.

Because, once this matter is started, it will be a turbulent thing in Nancheng
and Gasing Island.



However, what Elder Shu never expected was that Arron’s next actions were
not controlled by Elder Shu. Arron’s overseas influence was so great that
Elder Shu could not have imagined it.

Arron’s determination to go to Gasing Island was also unexpected to Father
Shu.

Later, Elder Shu’s focus shifted to Lanita, and he gradually lost fairness and
justice, perhaps because of his seniority.

But he always kept his promise, he didn’t tell the secret.

I thought that this secret could be brought to the coffin, but in order to save his
granddaughter, Mr. Shu broke his own rules after all.

When Arron took the control of Gasing Island with no effort, and then drove
Gasing Island’s strongest enemy into the undersea tunnel without any effort,
Old Man Shu, who was far away in Nancheng, saw it clearly.

Arron’s power was overwhelming.

Chapter 970
When Elder Shu told Arron about these past events, the three of Lanita’s
family had been listening in front of him.

The faces of a family of three are also constantly changing.

At first, before Elder Shu said any secrets, in fact, the faces of the three of the
Lin family were full of worry.

Especially Lanita.



She saw Arron take down the entire Gasing Island with no effort. This man’s
abilities and influence are too strong. Compared with Arron, grandpa and Jun
Chengyin of the Jun family are tied together, and it is impossible. It was
Arron’s opponent.

If Arron doesn’t buy Grandpa’s account by any chance, then the family of
three may become Arron’s dead soul in one second.

However, when they heard that Old Man Shu said about the past of the Xia
family and the Pan family and the Fu family, the brows of the Lin family of
three were already stretched out.

They knew that Elder Shu did have a killer skill.

They were completely certain. Arron must definitely sell his face to Mr. Shu. It
is possible that in the future, Arron will treat their Lin family as a guest.

Until Elder Shu finished talking about the entire past, Lanita finally
surrendered the fact that for Arron and Arron’s mother, grandpa was like
recreating parents.

Searching for Yi, Lanita can be more sure about one thing. In this world, Arron
will be cruel to anyone, and it is impossible to cruel him to Elder Shu.

Therefore, as long as Mr. Shu protects their family of three, Arron will not
harm their family of three.

No matter how extraordinary she did Lanita, Arron would not want her to kill
Lanita.

Thinking of this, Lanita was so excited that her whole person was ecstatic. At
this moment, Lanita looked at Suzi with provocative eyes, and commanded in
an inch-length manner: “Suzi! You still don’t apologize to me!”

She understood the story of her husband and mother-in-law very well.



When Lanita can see things clearly, Suzi naturally sees them.

She looked at Elder Shu calmly: “Mr. Shu, I… I don’t know that you have
helped my mother-in-law so much. I did not respect you in the past. Please
punish me. But, one yard goes to one yard, and I will not apologize to your
granddaughter!”

This is the biggest concession Suzi can make.

She intends not to have any intersection with Elder Shu in this life. It would be
nice if she was not an enemy, but Suzi could not think that Elder Shu would be
of great help to the Fu family, to the Xia family, and to Arron.

Elder Shu sneered: “Suzi, if you do not apologize to my granddaughter, it is all
your own behavior. I am not surprised if you do not apologize, because what
you have done has been there for so many years. Just stop hurting my
granddaughter.”

“Grandpa! She hurts me, of course she will hurt me!” Grandpa Kandu did not
intend to pursue Suzi, so Lanita immediately said, “You don’t know, during the
few days in Jiaxing Island, Suzi always seduce Master Pan Si is the twin
brother of Master Fu. She knows that Master Pan Si is my fiancé. She clearly
knows that she is a married woman, but she still seduce the Si Master.
Grandpa, Suzi really does everything, you We must take this opportunity to
get rid of her!”

To be sure, Lanita said to Arron while the iron was hot: “Brother Arron, you
really shouldn’t keep Suzi anymore. She, she seduce your brother on Jiaxing
Island. This is well known… …”

“You ugly monster! I’ll make you fat!” Lanita didn’t finish her words, but she
slapped Shen only slap in the face.

That’s right, Shen Only slapped Lanita.



Everyone just recovered from the daze, and they all focused on reaching out.

Especially Lanita’s family and Elder Shu, they all focused on Suzi. No one
noticed. When did Shen’s only kid climb onto the chair next to Lanita, no one
thought of Shen. The only one who is not afraid of heaven and earth is not
afraid, raising his hand to hit Lanita extremely.

The little girl is only six years old, but her hands are very strong.

She slapped Lanita’s face with a slap.

Chapter 971
The imprints of fingers without roots are all in sight.

Lanita: “You…”

Lilly smiled and shook his head and said, “Hehe, Lanita, you should thank me,
you are a little more beautiful now than before. Your face was thin like a
skeleton just now, plus you have white tape on your head, really Very ugly,
ugly, but if you slapped me in the face, you won’t be so ugly. How about it,
thank me?”

Lanita: “I…Shen is the only one who killed me…”

Before she finished speaking, the only one was held in Suzi’s arms, and then
Arron took the one from Suzi’s arms.

Lanita raised her slap halfway up, but did not dare to fall.

Although she knew that Arron was afraid to do anything to her because of her
grandfather’s reasons, Lanita did not dare to fight back and sink her only.



However, Mr. Shu will be angry.

He looked at Arron and said sharply, “Arron! You know how difficult it has
been since you were a child. The only thing is your child. If you want her to
become a talent, you have to discipline her from an early age! She followed a
woman like this. Vicious mother, are you trying to ruin her future?”

What I said was for Arron’s good.

Arron did not speak at first, and for the first time in his life, he was deeply
embarrassed.

He wanted to kill Lanita in minutes.

However, what Mr. Shu said, really shocked him.

No matter from the Fu family, or from the Xia family, it is impossible for him to
disrespect Elder Shu in this life.

However, Arron will not allow Suzi to be insulted.

“Grandpa Shu, I respect you as a fair person, I…”

Just half of what Arron said, she was stopped by Suzi. Suzi shook Arron’s
hand, and then she took the initiative to say: “Mr. Shu, there is one thing I
have never wanted to say, and I plan to never I said, but today this matter
involves my husband. You are my benefactor if you have a kindness to rebuild
my husband. Therefore, I respect you.

That being the case, then I must tell you one thing. “

At this moment, Suzi’s expression was extremely firm.



She didn’t want to say, and she didn’t want to recognize Elder Shu. No matter
how good Elder Shu is, he is good to others. He has always only prejudiced
her against Suzi, not half as good.

However, for the sake of her husband, Suzi is willing to sacrifice his disgust to
Old Man Shu in his heart.

Because she didn’t want to embarrass her husband.

“What do you want to say, I will give you a chance to let you say it!” Elder Shu
said viciously.

Suzi hadn’t spoken yet, but Jarod, Moira and Lanita were nervous, and the
family of three couldn’t help but look at Suzi.

Especially Jarod, he was born immediately and scolded: “You white-eyed wolf,
wicked species! What bad idea have you come up with!”

Suzi glanced at Jarod and sneered suddenly.

Then, she looked at Mr. Shu and said calmly: “Mr. Shu, Lanita is your fake
granddaughter, and I am your real granddaughter!”

Chapter 972
“You fart!” Moira jumped up and pointed at Suzi angrily when Suzi said so.

Jarod almost poked his finger into Suzi’s face: “You shameless woman, you
are so shameless…”

‘Huh! “



Without knowing the fit, Arron suddenly had a very short but very sharp short
knife in his hand. The knife was only four or five centimeters long, but it
exuded an extremely cold light. There was no drop of blood on the cold light.

However, Jarod poked Suzi’s finger, but he landed.

Arron’s movements were extremely fast.

When Jarod’s index finger on his right hand fell off, he didn’t feel any pain.

When he reacted, Arron had already covered the only ear with one hand and
placed the only in his arms. Without allowing her to see or hear such a
miserable scene, Arron left the seat in his arms.

At the same time, Jarod let out an extremely stern wailing: “Oh…my finger, my
finger fell…”

At that time, Arron had already walked out of the box.

He hugged Sen only and handed it to Christopher who was waiting outside.

Christopher was immediately taken aback: “Four Lord, what happened?”

Arron said warmly: “It’s nothing.”

He is mainly afraid of his children. The child is only six years old. He can’t
create a psychological shadow on his daughter.

However, what Arron didn’t know was that the only kid Shen was used to
seeing famous scenes.

In the five years following her mother’s escape, she has never seen her in the
world. In order to protect her mother, she often fights and fights with others.



So at this moment, Lilly was not afraid at all.

She easily said to Arron, “Dad, you are good at playing! That D*mn old man
named Lin, I wanted to beat him to tears, this time we didn’t prepare enough,
next time I will prepare two hooks. As soon as I saw the old man named Lin, I
hooked his big nostrils with a hook, and then tied a rope to the hook. I held
him and made him cry in pain so that he would not scold me every time. My
mother is a little evil.”

Yubi, Lilly tilted his head and asked Christopher: “Uncle Christopher, what
does Xiao Nianzhang mean?”

Christopher: “…”

He was in a good mood.

Because I was chatting with my cousin Galia just now.

Galia originally wanted to come to pick up Suzi, but I heard that Elder Shu
took Jun Chengyin to pick up Arron at the gate of the airport. Galia and Rayna
didn’t come. Although they didn’t know what happened, they saw Elder Shu
personally. Picking up Suzi and Arron, Galia and Rayna can also guess that
something big must happen.

So Galia asked Christopher on WeChat.

The little beauty of the Yan family: Brother, what is the little old man surnamed
Shu going to do to Suzi? Why did he personally block the gate of the airport,
behind him with this lieutenant general, what is going on?

The strongest cub of the Yan family: Regardless of your business! Don’t follow
you, let me see you fcuking next time, I’ll break your leg!

Xiaomei Yan’s cub: Humph! I’m afraid of you! My best friend now is Suzi! Who
is Suzi? Your boss’s wife, your boss’s lifelong leader, your boss is terrified!



The strongest cub of the Yan family:…

Xiaomei Yan’s cub: There are more! My current boyfriend is the grandson of
the old man named Shu! In the near future, I am going to marry Darius and
become the old man’s real grandson and daughter-in-law, a strong cub! Do
you think I am afraid of you!

The strongest cub of the Yan family: Hey you babe, your wings are stiff, don’t
you think you have my boss’s wife to support you, and you have your wealthy
boyfriend to support you, so I dare not fight Did you break your leg?

Yan’s little beauty cub: Don’t you dare!

Chapter 973
The strongest cub of the Yan family:…Alright! I am not afraid, I am reluctant.

Xiaomei Yan from the Yan family: So cousin, you’d better tell me obediently
whether Suzi is in danger.

The strongest cub of the Yan family: If so, what are you going to do?

The little beauty of the Yan family: If the little old man surnamed Shu dares to
wish Suzi to frame Suzi, Rayna and I will kill the old man! Whose grandpa is
he?

The strongest cub of the Yan family:…

Xiaomei Yan family: Also, the Lin family, we can’t do anything if they don’t
come back on Gasing Island. Now they are back, although Suzi and Arron
can’t do what about their family of three, but I and Rayna will do it. , We will do
everything possible to make the Lin Family die miserably!



The strongest cub of the Yan family:…

After a long while, Christopher returned to Galia.

The strongest cub of the Yan family: Don’t worry, just rush to the friendship
between you and Rayna for Suzi. Fourth Master and Suzi can’t let you two
little girls risk this kind of life, don’t worry. Master will not let Suzi make any
difference, and the cause will not be able to forgive Suzi’s enemies. You and
Rayna, just eat, drink and have fun. It’s okay with Suzi and the only one. By
the way, there is another Kraig’s wife. It’s very good for you to eat, drink, play
and go shopping together.

Galia immediately returned with a series of smiling faces.

Xiaomei Yan from the Yan family: Hehehe, let’s tell you the truth, cousin, I like
shopping with Suzi and Du sister the most. They buy me a lot of beautiful
clothes, and I don’t need to spend any money, and I can still eat at noon. My
favorite food, I can still grab something to eat with the only one, hehe.

The strongest cub of the Yan family: You foodie! You have forgotten
everything when it comes to eating you.

Xiaomei Yan from the Yan family: By the way, my cousin, Mr. Fu and Suzi are
talking with Mr. Shu inside. The only one doesn’t need to be inside. You first
take the one out, let me play with Rayna and the one for a while, I both I
haven’t seen the only one in half a month, miss her.

The strongest cub of the Yan family: I haven’t seen you miss me either!

Xiaomei Yan from the Yan family: What do you want to do? Is your voice
sweet? Is your voice cured? Are you lively and cute?

The strongest cub of the Yan family:…

I was defeated by my cousin.



However, Christopher was very happy in his heart. Seeing his cousin biting
himself, he couldn’t even close his lips with a smile.

While smiling, Arron came out holding the only one.

She covered her only face in her arms and blocked her only ear.

Christopher knew that something must have happened in the box.

Now when he heard Lilly’s question again, Christopher felt even more
uncomfortable. He asked Lilly: “It’s the old man named Lin, calling your
mother Xiaoxianzhang again?”

Lilly nodded: “I hate that old man! Uncle Christopher, let’s get a hook now, no,
get two hooks, and then tie a very long rope, I will use an iron hook to hook
Hold him by the nose of the old man who lives with the surname Lin! This way
he will not dare to be harsh to my mother.”

A big train with many bad ideas for the little girl.

Even Christopher could not think of such a politician.

But the little thing thought about it, and Christopher immediately smiled: “You
little thing, your mother has a daughter like you, it’s a god assist, but ah, you
have to hook the old man surnamed Lin with an iron hook, I am afraid your
mother will feel distressed. Oh…”

“My mother will feel sorry for him?” Lilly asked, and then said: “How is it
possible?”

Christopher smiled and said, “If your mother is bullied, will you feel sorry for
your mother?”

Lilly: “Of course it will!”



“That’s fine…” Christopher said.

“You mean…that old man is me…mother’s father?” Shen Wei asked.

Chapter 974
Christopher sighed: “Ninety-nine percent, it should be.”

The six-year-old little dumpling didn’t know what ninety-nine percent meant,
so she asked again: “That old man named Lin, is it my mother’s father?”

Christopher nodded: “Yes.”

As soon as he finished speaking, he saw the only kid in Shen’s tears.

Just now, I was like a little warrior. He wanted to protect his mother. He had to
put two iron hooks on the nose of the old man surnamed Lin. Why would the
little thing cry in the next second?

“What’s the matter, little princess?” Christopher was very frightened.

Lilly cried very sadly: “Why? Uncle Christopher why is this? Don’t you be a
father to love your daughter very much, just like my father loves me, but why
doesn’t my mother’s father love my mother? My mother’s father wants to love
my mother’s enemy? Why? Oh oh oh…Uncle Christopher, my mother is so
pitiful.”

Christopher: “…”

For a six-year-old child, her mind is not that complicated.

She couldn’t think of the evil and unfeeling among adults. She only knew that
since she is a real father, she must love her daughter.



Thinking of this, Christopher regretted it.

Ta immediately coaxed Lilly: “I’m sorry, sorry little princess, it was Uncle
Christopher who made a mistake, and Uncle Christopher’s judgment was
inaccurate. That old man surnamed Lin, he… is not your mother’s father. He is
your mother’s enemy, and Uncle Christopher made a mistake. Would you…
forgive Uncle Christopher?”

“Okay.” The little girl burst into laughter suddenly.

She forgives people very quickly.

“But…” The little girl is conditional: “Uncle Christopher, you have to help me
make a very pointed hook. I must hook the nose of the old man surnamed Lin.
I will hold him, I He hurts as soon as he pulls it.”

Christopher: “…”

Little princess eh.

Little ancestor.

Co-author, are you holding your grandfather like a pig?

However, your goddamn master is indeed not worthy of being a pig.

He deserves to die!

“Okay!” Christopher immediately agreed: “Uncle Christopher helped our little
princess get a pair of special weapons that can hook your grandfather… I was
wrong, he can hook the old man surnamed Lin. The hook of the nose, and
then give you a rope to hold him! Make him cry in pain!”



“Yeah! Be sure to make the old man surnamed Lin cry! Who made him bully
my mother!” Lilly said happily.

Two people, one big and one small, were talking outside the box. What they
didn’t expect was that Jarod was really crying in the box at this moment.

The box is a bit messy.

Jarod fell into a chair in pain.

Lanita and Moira were frightened directly.

Elder Shu stared at Arron who had just returned from the outside, he forgot to
speak.

Although Suzi’s expression was also a bit stunned, she was more calm.

I know best what kind of person my husband is.

Arron was never a person who told others in advance what I would do next.
When he wanted to make a move, he would never give you any warning.

Moreover, it will not be glaring.

He is very calm.

But there will be no room for negotiating.

Moreover, basically all shots are ruthless.

“You…” Jarod pointed at Arron painfully. He was speechless for a long time.
He held his neck with one hand, trying to prevent the blood from gushing too
much. He was dry and terrified. Looking at Arron with incredible eyes.




